Spokesman’s update

K. Long, 6 April, 2017
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Status of MICE

FEEDBACK FROM RLSR/MPB
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RLSR
1. Collaboration asked G.Blair
formally for approval to run in
Sep/Oct.
GB approved this with the
proviso that it should be cost
neutral:
– Can be managed by trading RF
tubes

2. Collaboration agrees.

3. Collaboration agrees
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RLSR

Contacts being made …
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planned at this point, but is highly desirable as an important historical reference, and in
understanding the experiment.
Recommendation

MPB

1. Consider whether a final meeting of the MPB would be useful in generating a “lessonslearned” document. Fine.
Actions
1. Maximise the scientific output by writing as many peer-reviewed publications as possible,
covering the overall MICE set-up, solenoid tracking, the superconducting magnets and the
RF system, et cetera. Agreed. See later.
2. Ensure that the installation and commissioning of the liquid hydrogen absorber is completed
in a correct and safe manner, notwithstanding schedule pressures to be ready before the start
of the upcoming ISIS cycle 2017/01. Agreed.
3. Deliver the written safety report concerning the “autonomous ramp” to the MPB before the
finalization of the MPB12 report. [The “PPD MICE Safety Review – 2 Feb 2017” has now
been received and read by the MICE Project Board.] Done.
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result in the production of good and useful scientific data. RAL personnel are monitoring the
solenoids closely. MPB commends them for the professional way that they operate these
devices successfully and productively.

MPB

The RF cavities are complete and are on the verge of being shipped from the U.S. to the UK.
Arrival is expected by the end of March 2017. Unfortunately, there is neither the budget nor the
time within the current scope of MICE to install these cavities and take experimental data in
2017.
The collaboration will install the liquid hydrogen absorber for use in the upcoming ISIS cycle
2017/01, in the period May 2 to June 2.
There is a tentative proposal to the STFC to fund an additional data-taking cycle with RF reacceleration in 2018 (in the cooling demonstration configuration shown in Appendix A), after
the 2017 MICE program ends. The cost would be approximately £3M. The MPB feels that the
scientific benefits would be significant, but it is not in a position to comment on the technical
details and schedule of the proposal.
The collaboration has published or submitted four papers to peer-reviewed journals in the last 11
months. Four more peer-reviewed papers are under preparation, while data analysis is ongoing
for six more. A comprehensive paper describing the whole MICE system does not seem to be
planned at this point, but is highly desirable as an important historical reference, and in
understanding the experiment.
Recommendation
1. Consider whether a final meeting of the MPB would be useful in generating a “lessonslearned” document.
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Status of MICE

PAPERS
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Papers

Papers in progress

Step IV field-on papers

Papers in progress
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Organisation of publications
• Moving into new phase
– Much data on tape;
– Some time pressure on our programme

• Rapid communication on emittance change
– Seeking a planning meeting with CR and the principal
authors in advance of the Analysis Workshop 20Apr17

• Guiding papers to publication
– Following Analysis Workshop, work with CR and analysers
to understand issues and make schedule for publication
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Status of MICE

PREPARATION OF LH2 SYSTEM
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Preparation of the LH2 system

• Installation going well
• Two substantive issues found:

– Should LH2 freeze in pipes leading to vessel, possible for pressure to
rise in vessel.
– Burst pressure of H2 window is around 10bar. If window bursts, then
get rapid pressure rise. Re-analysis of impact of pressure rise indicates
that FC OVC may be compromised.

• Mitigation:
– Relieve pressure in the H2 vessel such that never generate high
pressure
– Removes risk of catastrophic failure
– Design and implementation underway

• Some delay to schedule incurred (CW)
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Status of MICE

PLANS FOR CYCLE 2017/01
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Operations in Cycle 2017/01

• Cycle starts 02May17 and ends 02Jun17
• In view of LH2 programme status now plan:
– Wk 1: LH2 acivities
– WKs 2&3: Staff 1 data-taking shift per day:
• Alignment, calibration

– Wk 4: 24/7 data taking:
• LH2 if ready
• Fall-back plan LiH, but:
– Far from ideal to interrupt LH2 preparations

• Seeking additional effort to advance LH2 schedule
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Status of MICE

UPGRADE TO DEMO
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MICE-UK SOI for upgrade

Figure 1: Muon ionization cooling demonstration with re-acceleration.

•

Submitted to ASB for its meeting on the 22Mar17:

Expected emittance reduction performance for a nominal 6 mm emittance beam (left) and ionization cooling
Figure
– 2:Cost
£3.02M
performance as a function of input emittance for the proposed conﬁguration (right).

–

•

Schedule:

• Given Oct17 start, project complete by Mar19
3 Finance and I mpact

No feedback yet
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Protvino

• Reply received Mar17

08/03/2017

Feasibility of the implementation of the MICE cooling demonstration at NRC KI IHEP
Here is a feasibility study of the MICE cooling demonstration at the 70-GeV machine at IHEP. In this
analysis, the materials presented in Dr. K. Long's letter of 6 February 2017 and in the publications
indicated in this letter are used. All findings are preliminary.
1. Layout

• Follow-up phone call
13Mar17:

Experimental hall serving to place the installation, shown in Figure 1.

– Discussed possible
implementation and issues
– Agreed:

Fig. 1 Experimental hall
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Status of MICE

CONCLUSIONS
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Conclusions
• Good outcome from RLSR/MPB:
– Build on this to deliver publications on our results

• LH2 system installation:
– Going well, but under time pressure
– New, safety-related issues being dealt with

• Delivering our scientific programme:
– Exciting results coming out … need to “organise” to get
best impact …
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